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ForewordForeword

•• 2010 a dramatic recovery in the containership sector.2010 a dramatic recovery in the containership sector.

•• Operators lost $ 15 bi in 2009, earned a record profit of $ 13 bOperators lost $ 15 bi in 2009, earned a record profit of $ 13 bi in 2010.i in 2010.

•• At the start of 2010, 11% of the fleet laidAt the start of 2010, 11% of the fleet laid--up: 2,3% by the end of the up: 2,3% by the end of the 
year.year.

•• Over two years nearly 300 ships (500,000 teu) were sent for demoOver two years nearly 300 ships (500,000 teu) were sent for demolition.lition.

•• No new orders were placed in same period.No new orders were placed in same period.

•• Two thirds of the fleet was operated at slow speed (absorbing 65Two thirds of the fleet was operated at slow speed (absorbing 650,000 0,000 
teu).teu).

•• Newbuilding orders appeared at the end of the year.Newbuilding orders appeared at the end of the year.



Loss 2009 vs Profit 2010Loss 2009 vs Profit 2010

Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.



OverviewOverview

•• Only 4 carriers reporting operating Only 4 carriers reporting operating profits in the first half.profits in the first half.
•• Twelve carriers reporting operating Twelve carriers reporting operating losses in the first half.losses in the first half.
•• Four carriers donFour carriers don’’t publish their financial results.t publish their financial results.
•• The poor operating environment of this year is mainly owed to thThe poor operating environment of this year is mainly owed to the e 

oversupply situation, which the carriers have so far failed to ooversupply situation, which the carriers have so far failed to overcome.vercome.
•• Carriers have no one to blame but themselves for the oversupply Carriers have no one to blame but themselves for the oversupply problem problem 

that the industry faces, attracted by low newbuilding prices, esthat the industry faces, attracted by low newbuilding prices, especially pecially 
offered by Chinese yards.offered by Chinese yards.

•• Unlike the 2009 recession, which resulted in the first fall in dUnlike the 2009 recession, which resulted in the first fall in demand for emand for 
container shipping ever experienced by the industry, the currentcontainer shipping ever experienced by the industry, the current slump is slump is 
caused by an oversupply of capacity and weak demand growth in thcaused by an oversupply of capacity and weak demand growth in the e 
European and US European and US economies. And carriers have been more economies. And carriers have been more reluctant to reluctant to 
abandon their market share strategies and thus maintained their abandon their market share strategies and thus maintained their individual individual 
operated capacity operated capacity -- even as earnings plunged.even as earnings plunged.

Source: Alphaliner NewsletterSource: Alphaliner Newsletter



Main Container CarriersMain Container Carriers
Operating profits & margins 1st. Half 2011Operating profits & margins 1st. Half 2011

Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.



Container productionContainer production

•• The production of containers grew up since the 2009 slump and itThe production of containers grew up since the 2009 slump and it is expected is expected 
to reach up to 3.5 Mteu in 2011. The present to reach up to 3.5 Mteu in 2011. The present manufacturing capacity of 4.5 manufacturing capacity of 4.5 
Mteu per year is expected to be sufficient to meet industry demaMteu per year is expected to be sufficient to meet industry demand nd in 2012 in 2012 
and 2013.and 2013.

•• The recovery in production capacity was supported by the record The recovery in production capacity was supported by the record prices for prices for 
new containers, which had increased to $2,900 per 20new containers, which had increased to $2,900 per 20’’ dry in early 2011. The dry in early 2011. The 
price for new containers has since softened to $2,450/20price for new containers has since softened to $2,450/20’’ ,due to the high ,due to the high 
inventory inventory buildbuild--up and the lowerthanup and the lowerthan--expected demand.expected demand.

Source: Alphaliner NewsletterSource: Alphaliner Newsletter



The operatorsThe operators

•• Container shipping still led by the same trio, Maersk Line, MSC Container shipping still led by the same trio, Maersk Line, MSC and CMA and CMA 
CGM, who together control 37.3 % of the total fleet in teu termsCGM, who together control 37.3 % of the total fleet in teu terms. An . An 
increase of 2.6 % since october last year (34.7 %).increase of 2.6 % since october last year (34.7 %).

•• Maersk increased its share from 14.5 % to 15.8 %.Maersk increased its share from 14.5 % to 15.8 %.

•• MSC increased its share from 12.1 % to 12.9 %.MSC increased its share from 12.1 % to 12.9 %.

•• CMA CGM increased its share from 8.1 % to 8,6 %.CMA CGM increased its share from 8.1 % to 8,6 %.

•• Top 10 operators concentrate 62,2 % of the total fleet. (60,7 % Top 10 operators concentrate 62,2 % of the total fleet. (60,7 % last oct.)last oct.)

•• Most remarkable increase COSCO, Most remarkable increase COSCO, racing through the ranking, from number racing through the ranking, from number 
8 to number  4. 8 to number  4. 

•• Most remarkable decrease CSAV, from 3,7 % to 2,7 %Most remarkable decrease CSAV, from 3,7 % to 2,7 % falling through the falling through the 
ranking, from number  7 to number 10. ranking, from number  7 to number 10. 

Source: AlphalinerSource: Alphaliner



Top 20 leagueTop 20 league
(September, 2011)(September, 2011)

Fuente: AXSFuente: AXS--AlphalinerAlphaliner
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Top 20 container shipping linesTop 20 container shipping lines
(September, 2011)(September, 2011)

Fuente: AXSFuente: AXS--AlphalinerAlphaliner



The charter marketThe charter market

•• The charter market continued recovering during the 1Q of 2011.The charter market continued recovering during the 1Q of 2011.

•• Commenced falling at the beginning of the 2Q.Commenced falling at the beginning of the 2Q.

•• Charter market cools as idle fleet expected to rise.Charter market cools as idle fleet expected to rise.

•• The average duration of fixtures was cut from ten months at the The average duration of fixtures was cut from ten months at the 
beginning of this year to seven months currently.beginning of this year to seven months currently.

•• The current trend suggests that charter rates would slip furtherThe current trend suggests that charter rates would slip further by by 
the end of the end of the year, the year, as any increase in idle capacity will increase as any increase in idle capacity will increase 
pressure on ship owners, forcing them to accept lower pressure on ship owners, forcing them to accept lower rates.rates.

•• No signs of a recovery in a medium term.No signs of a recovery in a medium term.

Source: Alphaliner NewsletterSource: Alphaliner Newsletter



Charter rates evolution (July, 2011)Charter rates evolution (July, 2011)

Source: AxsSource: Axs--AlphalinerAlphaliner



Evolution  & forecast idle fleet.Evolution  & forecast idle fleet.

Source: Alphaliner.Source: Alphaliner.

The number of idle containerships continues to rise, with 129 ships for 
270,000 teu at mid-September, representing 1.8% of the total cellular 
containership fleet.

500,000 teu500,000 teu
3%3%



The tradesThe trades

•• Cargo volumes on the Far EastCargo volumes on the Far East--North America Trade are expected to fall North America Trade are expected to fall 
by 1% during 2011.by 1% during 2011.

•• Rates are expected to remain weak until the end of the year.Rates are expected to remain weak until the end of the year.

•• Utilization levels have averaged below 90% this yearUtilization levels have averaged below 90% this year

•• Carriers are expected to lose more than $ 300 Mi this year.Carriers are expected to lose more than $ 300 Mi this year.

•• Spot rates on the ShanghaiSpot rates on the Shanghai--USWC route to felt to the current level of USWC route to felt to the current level of 
$1,589/feu. This is 36% lower than in September of 2010.$1,589/feu. This is 36% lower than in September of 2010.

•• Far East to Europe volumes are expected to grow by 5% this year,Far East to Europe volumes are expected to grow by 5% this year, but the but the 
current economic uncertainty is expected to result in a weak yeacurrent economic uncertainty is expected to result in a weak yearr--end end 
period for the European trades as well.period for the European trades as well.

Source: Alphaliner NewsletterSource: Alphaliner Newsletter



The transpacific tradeThe transpacific trade

Source: AxsSource: Axs--AlphalinerAlphaliner



Cellular fleetCellular fleet

•• 262 cellular containerships were delivered last year 2010.262 cellular containerships were delivered last year 2010.

•• The cellular fleet at 1st of September 2011 comprises 4,922 shipThe cellular fleet at 1st of September 2011 comprises 4,922 ships for s for 
15,160,000 teu.15,160,000 teu.

•• Vessel deliveries are expected to reach 207 units for 1,28 Mteu Vessel deliveries are expected to reach 207 units for 1,28 Mteu this year.this year.

•• The fleet should rise 8.4 % during 2011.The fleet should rise 8.4 % during 2011.

•• The order book counts 665 ships for 4,61 Mteu representing 30,4%The order book counts 665 ships for 4,61 Mteu representing 30,4% of the of the 
existing fleet.existing fleet.

•• 90.2 % of the capacity on order concentrated on ships over 4,00090.2 % of the capacity on order concentrated on ships over 4,000 teu.teu.

•• Almost half of the containership Almost half of the containership capacity on order is concentrated in capacity on order is concentrated in 
vessels of above 10,000 teu.vessels of above 10,000 teu.

•• 60 ships representing 62,101 teu were scrapped.60 ships representing 62,101 teu were scrapped.

Source: Alphaliner Source: Alphaliner 



Source: AlphalinerSource: Alphaliner

Celullar fleet, existing & orderbookCelullar fleet, existing & orderbook



Celullar fleet forecastCelullar fleet forecast
(Sept. 2011)(Sept. 2011)

Source: AlphalinerSource: Alphaliner



Evolution of containerships size.Evolution of containerships size.

Source: Alphaliner.



The TripleThe Triple--EE
•• Maersk ordered 20 18.000 teu vessels, during the first half of tMaersk ordered 20 18.000 teu vessels, during the first half of this year.his year.

•• EEconomy of scale,  conomy of scale,  EEnergy efficiency , nergy efficiency , EEnvironmentally improved.nvironmentally improved.

•• Would  reduce the cost of transport by around 20% to 30% per conWould  reduce the cost of transport by around 20% to 30% per container, tainer, 
a heat recovery system that captures and reuses energy from the a heat recovery system that captures and reuses energy from the engines engines 
and will produce between 20and will produce between 20--50 % less CO2.50 % less CO2.

•• Ships will be delivered starting in 2013.Ships will be delivered starting in 2013.

•• Each ship is priced at $ 190 M each.Each ship is priced at $ 190 M each.

•• Length 400 m.Length 400 m.

•• Breadth 59 m.Breadth 59 m.

•• Designed draft 14.8 m.Designed draft 14.8 m.

•• Allowed to stow 23 rows on deck.Allowed to stow 23 rows on deck.

•• Two main engines, design speed 21 knots.Two main engines, design speed 21 knots.



Daily MaerskDaily Maersk

•• Maersk unveiled its Maersk unveiled its ‘‘Daily MaerskDaily Maersk’’ product.product.

•• Daily cutDaily cut--offs from Shanghai, Ningbo, Yantian and Tanjung Pelepas to offs from Shanghai, Ningbo, Yantian and Tanjung Pelepas to 
three European main ports: Felixstowe, Rotterdam and Bremenhaventhree European main ports: Felixstowe, Rotterdam and Bremenhaven..

•• Also proposes a new measure of punctuality based on Also proposes a new measure of punctuality based on ““transportation transportation 
timetime”” which counts the total time taken to deliver a container from cwhich counts the total time taken to deliver a container from cutut--off off 
at origin to container availability at destination.at origin to container availability at destination.

•• It offers a compensation of $100 per container if cargo availabiIt offers a compensation of $100 per container if cargo availability is lity is 
delayed by 1delayed by 1--3 days, or $300 if delayed by 4 days.3 days, or $300 if delayed by 4 days.

•• Even without offering daily cutoffs, most of MaerskEven without offering daily cutoffs, most of Maersk’’s competitors are able s competitors are able 
to offer transportation times that are comparable to what Daily to offer transportation times that are comparable to what Daily Maersk Maersk 
offers.offers.

Source: Alphaliner NewsletterSource: Alphaliner Newsletter



Container shippingContainer shipping

•• Last year, Last year, global container throughput global container throughput hit a new record of 560 hit a new record of 560 Mteu., Mteu., a a 
record increase of 14.5% compared to the year before.record increase of 14.5% compared to the year before.

•• The highest growth was posted by Chinese ports The highest growth was posted by Chinese ports which grew by 17.9% which grew by 17.9% 
last last year, followed by South American ports which grew by 17.6%year, followed by South American ports which grew by 17.6%

•• 2011 growth is expected to 2011 growth is expected to moderate to 8.4% as volumes return to moderate to 8.4% as volumes return to 
more sustainable levels with Chinese ports again expected more sustainable levels with Chinese ports again expected to lead the to lead the 
gains this year .gains this year .

Source: Alphaliner Newsletter



Main PortsMain Ports

Source: AlphalinerSource: Alphaliner

PortPort 20102010 %%
11 ShanghaiShanghai 29,06929,069 16,316,3
22 SingaporeSingapore 28,43128,431 9,99,9
33 Hong KongHong Kong 23,69923,699 12,612,6
44 ShenzhenShenzhen 22,51022,510 23,323,3
55 BusanBusan 14,19414,194 18,518,5
66 LA/LBLA/LB 14,09514,095 19,319,3
77 NingboNingbo 13,14413,144 25,125,1
88 GuangzhouGuangzhou 12,55012,550 12,112,1
99 QingdaoQingdao 12,01212,012 17,017,0
1010 DubaiDubai 11,60011,600 4,34,3
1111 RotterdamRotterdam 11,14211,142 14,414,4
1212 TianjinTianjin 10,08010,080 15,815,8
1313 KaohsiungKaohsiung 9,1819,181 7,07,0
1414 Port KelangPort Kelang 8,8728,872 21,421,4
1515 AntwerpAntwerp 8,4688,468 15,915,9
1616 HamburgHamburg 7,9087,908 12,512,5
1717 Tanjung PelepasTanjung Pelepas 6,5366,536 8,68,6
1818 XiamenXiamen 5,8245,824 24,424,4
1919 NY/NJNY/NJ 5,2925,292 16,016,0
2020 DalianDalian 5,2625,262 15,015,0



Global container port handling volumesGlobal container port handling volumes

Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.Source: Alphaliner Newsletter.



FinallyFinally

The world's container shipping market may remain bleak The world's container shipping market may remain bleak 
for the rest of the year, after seeing shipping rates for the rest of the year, after seeing shipping rates 

halved in the third quarter.halved in the third quarter.

We will start to see shipowners idling their ships again.We will start to see shipowners idling their ships again.

Shipping rates are expected to fall further in the fourth Shipping rates are expected to fall further in the fourth 
quarter.quarter.

Source: Cargonews Asia 



¡¡ ThanksThanks !!

www.centrodenavegacion.org.arwww.centrodenavegacion.org.ar
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